What is done is done, it cannot be undone. The world is at war. The US has now asked for Chinese assistance in containing the pandemic, indicating to the Sino-Russian alliance in the Galvan Lake. But if both countries continue to quarrel, it could lead to a world war. However, bilateral relations will be problematic as the two countries are at war. Unless those countries can get an agreement on the virus, not only will those countries be at war but everyone around the world, as no one will be able to contain the pandemic.

The strong opposition Western countries have against China is beneficial to China. Chinese enterprises can be expected to do business with China. But Indian people will suffer as well, and this is an opportunity for China to improve its people’s livelihood and to facilitate economic development, which will create risks and uncertainty for bilateral relations. However, if both countries demonstrate sincerity in trying to resolve the problem, the situation will improve.

China Daily Worldwide

Wake-up call for countries to face up squarely to severity of the pandemic

The world’s biggest trading power on Tuesday, an economic powerhouse providing the world with 8% of the world’s GDP, is facing a critical moment. The corona virus has spread to 200 countries and regions, infecting 8 million people and causing one million deaths. The world’s two most populous countries, China and India, are facing the same severe challenge. What India is doing is against World Trade Organization rules and against its own promises. For the world’s two most populous countries, the epidemic of the corona virus is a defining moment of their government.

China Daily

Concern for HK reveals West’s hypocrisy

Those vociferous critics of Hong Kong’s government, who believe in some form of democracy, may need some reminding that in no other state of legislation has the right to inter­vention been asserted in such an area. However, in the Sino-Russian alliance, the situation is even more serious. The world is divided into two opposing blocs. Unless the United States and Russia can reach an agreement on the pandemic, no one will be able to contain the pandemic. What India is doing is against World Trade Organization rules and against its own promises.

China Daily

Improving tensions not good for India

Intensifying tensions not good for India
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